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1. Introduction
The discovery of the microwave background radiation (MBR)
£i^ gave a start to the investigation of electromagnetic cascades initiated in the MBR field. Hayakawa first paid attention to

possible cascade processes in the field of the MBR

[2] . Really, the mean free path

A of

^

10 ' eV electrons

and gamma-rays in the field of the MBR is essentially less

Л^

ор

10

cm). As a result

of inverse Compton scattering and electron-positron pair production, the ultrahigh-energy electrons and gamma-rays at a
distance ~

Д

produce secondary electrons (positrons) and

gamma-rays which in their turn produce new "generations" ot
electrons and gamma-rays, etc. Thus, in the radiation field
there is developed an electromagnetic cascade

supported by

the processes of pair production and Compton scattering in the
MBR.

The transparency of the Metagalaxy due to

e+e~

pair

production of gamin a-ray в in the field of the MBR is О.хвсмвк?.д.
in ref3,["3,4*j , but the regeneration of secondary photons cas
not been taken into account there- In reality, one of the- м1эсtrons produced in rp ~'p

interaction, remaining a rslfata.-

vistic one,, scatters on a MBR and aga.in forms e high-energy
gamma-ray =. Thus, these two successive interactions lead to

some decrease of the gamma-ray initial energy, but not to disippearance of the photon. Then the gamma-ray will again produce an electron-positron pair, etc. According to the problem
on the transparency of intergalactic «pace, it was mentioned
in ref.f5l that аз a result of development of an electromagnetic cascade in the field of MBR the space transparency to
19
*" 10
eV photons becomes by more than an order of magnitude
higher.
In refs.[6,73 the gamma-radiation intensities were evaluated in a wide range of energies, analyzing the energy losses
at the transformation of the gamma-rays into

e + e~

pairs and

vice versa. But these estimates do not consider the kinetics
of electrons and high-energy gamma-rays propagation in the fieljd
of electromagnetic radiation. The spectra of cascade gamma-rays
formed in the field of MBR, with regard to the high-energy
particles propagation have been first calculated in refs.Jj3,9l.
Simplifications used in these works

give the gamma-ray spec-

tra only on the qualitative level and do not allow one to
judge about the quantitative characteristics of the cascade
gamma-rays reaching the Earth. At the same time, the experimental data on the ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray detection (in
particular, after the operation of the "Ply's Eye"fio"J) become
more reliable. Under these conditions the question about the
cascade gamma-ray contribution into the cosmic-ray flux of
ultrahigh energies, particularly into the energy region of
^ 1 0 19 eV, demands already a quantitative answer.
The gamma-ray spectrum

formed due to the development of

an electromagnetic cascade in the field of the MBR is calculat-

ed in this paper. The cascade is initiated by high-energy gamma-rays and electrons formed at the ЯС -meson photoproductior
in the field of the MBR. The cascade gamma-ray spectra are
obtained as a result of solution of kinetic equations for electrons and gamma-rays

£ii3

an<

^ also for protons propagating

in the field of the MBR.

2. Kinetic Equations for Distribution Functions
of Electrons and Gamma-RayF
Let us consider a relativistic particle (an electron or
a gamma-ray) propagating in a homogeneous photon field comprised of isotropically distributed photons of mean energies
and density

П

ш

• Suppose, that in

Ш

the considered region

the external field is negligible. Denote the distribution
functions of electrons (including positrons) and gamma-rays

by £ ( Х ^ р * ) and ГСХ^.К^) , respectively. Here Х^(/*=СН5)
is the four-dimensional coordinate and

D1^

and

К

are

the four-dimensional momenta of electrons and gamma-rays, respectively. Kinetic equations for the distribution functions
a n d

fXX^K^have the following form

(1)

The collision term for the process
state

1 is fixed, is represented as:

Jf

-3tt* [

+ 2 -• 3 + 4, where the

Неге ' F^X"*1, в-Р)

* ^2 {yt*?, р£")

of colliding particles,

П

=

ars

СГp/2 E
=

the distribution functions
is the covariant ele-

ment in the momentum space, \х/ £_|П11\"

i-3 the square of

the matrix element summed over the polarization state3, p ^
and

pi*

are the initial and the final values of the four-

-momentum.
The set of kinetic equations (1) reflects the fact

that

there are three reasons for the change in the number of electrons in the phase-space unit volume

u pdV

. The first

two are connected with the inverse Compton scattering of a
relativistic electron on the photons, and the third one is
connected with the photoproduction of an electron-positron
pair. The change in the number of photons in the phase-space
unit volume

d KuV

is connected, first, with the knoking

-on the high -energy photons out of

QKQV

due to

e + e~

photoproduction and, second, with the appearance of high-energy
photons in the phase-space element due to the inverse Compton
scattering of relativistic electrons on the field photons.
Ignoring the angles of deflection of the eiectron-photon-showei
particles from the axis
lid

z

of their propagation, which is va-

for a > « № e C * and £ » m

is reduced

e

C * * , the set of

equations (1)

to a set of integro-differential equations, which

was obtained in our previous work

[_111. However, it is impos-

sible to solve this set analytically. The approximation
^а >,**'' 4

used in this work allows one to simplify the

From here on we shall consider

С я 1 for simplicity,

set of equations arid obtain its solution in logarithmic approximation. In this case the set is reduced to

Г
(3)

0

Here £ С D,W d о d t and Г(иД.1 dfeCrt

are the mean number of

electrons and gamma-rays in the unit intervals of the variables & = Ч Е . 1 О / т ! and "t ^Ч^сГо^ПиД. » E

is the energy of the

particle (the electron or the gamma-ray).
Let us use Mellin's integral transformation over о
solve the set (3). Then
set of equations

to

we shall finally obtain the following

for the kinetic ones in the

S-spaces

dx

Here

ЗГ

£

eft

ot

i^CS)r Y ( S + 2 ) + C E

U/CS)

where

QE

is Euler's constant,

is the logarithmic derivative of the gamma

function

|ls).Since in the present work we are interested in the equilibrium spectra of particles, i.e. spectra independent of coordinates, then the eq.(4) must be integrated over
suming a gamma-ray with

6 = oo

X

. As-

as an initiating one, and also

\adding up and subtracting the equations from the set (4) and

denoting (6cs,t)s£cs) ,rcs,t)=rcs))

Kcs>=2f\s»)+£cs)

and

RcS)=2rtS)-E,CS), we obtain

Making in the second equation of the set (5) the substitution

= De

f4S)

, w e obtain

(6)
The solution of the eq.(6) хз

f

+0.5jjexp|acs")ds""l,ds')

(7)

<5O

To ohooae the integration constant, note that at S"»°°

Consequently,

С = 0
S

and

')ds4 ГехрГ faU")<te'l(Js'

so

Now,

oa

(8)

со

returning to the functions

cC?>) and

PCS)

w

e have

a n d

To come back to the variable

D

, it is necessary to

apply Mellin's inverse transformation to the expressions (9)
First

calculate the value

8

Closing the integration contour on the right by a semicircle
of infinitely large radius

and expanding the integrand in the

vicinity of an infinitely remote point, we obtain

Now calculate the value of

As the value

JCS)

of the function

never becomes zero, then all the zeroes

j(CS) are to be of the first order. Then,

using (5) for K ( b ) w e obtain

The expression (11) may be represented as a series
ao

where

At X « 1

the function

К(Ь)-*6/ЗГ г , but at X~» 4

Using (9), we have the following final expression for the spectra of electrons "nd gamma-rays:
9

The spectra (13) as functions of
obtained solutions are valid
tron spectrum

CCo) — 0

X

are shown in fig.1 . The

at D^-Do

» at D - D O

the elec-,

, while the gamma-ray spectrum di-

verges slightly, which, however, does noij lead to divergency
of the total number of gamma-rays. It should be noted that the
resulting equilibrium spectra of cascade particles should be
cut off at

X = 1 - 1/b

due to the fact, that the electron

formed at photon-photon collisions has maximum values of the
variable
turn

bQ

(b /b, ) __ = 1 - 1/Ъл

6

6

О

ГОсИл.

may produce a gamma-ray

.

Such an electron, in it:

О

with (b™ / b _ ) _ _ _ = 1 - 1/b_
(J

О

IflaX

О

Hence, continuous spectra of electrons and gamma-rays are
formed when

X < 1 -1/b

not take this restriction
spectra obtained

. When solving the set (3)

we did

into account. Also note, that the

are valid in the framework of logarithmic

approximation, i.e.

In b >^ 1. Thus, for the region where the

solutions of (13) are vclid we have

It is easy to show

that the obtained results remain unchanged

if the electron is again chosen as initiating particle. Also
note, that the expression for the equilibrium spectrum is obtained under the assumption of raonoenergetic spectrum of the
field photons. However, if the background radiation spectrum
is narrow, e.g.
energy Ш

= 3 kT

a Planckian one, then for the field-photon
the expression (13) describes the behaviour

of the equilibrium spectra at Е > ^ | / к Т ( ~ Ю 1 5 eV for MBR)
with sufficient accuracy.

3. Kinetic Equation for the Cosmic-Ray Spectrum
Cascade initiating ultrahigh-energj; particles may be produced according to the following scheme
Extragalactic cosmic rays with

proposed in ref.[8j.

E > 5 "10 ° sV

due to 3to-aeeo&

photoproduction on relict photons produce high-energy gamma»
rays from the decay

9T°-~* 2. 7 4 . which do initiate electron-

-photon showers in the field of the MBR. To determine the production spectra of these gamma-rays, it is necessary to first
of all calculate the equilibrium spectrum of cosmic rays la
the field of the radiation. It should be noted, that since the
extragalactic cosmic rays produce the same amount of 01* -пюаопэ,
then the showers may also be initiated by high-energy positrons
formed at the decay 5T+-»JU.*—• Q* . The described scheme of
the cascade development is accompanied by the well-known bleck-body cut off in the cosmic-ray spectrum, which was first considered in refa.fi3.Hl » In contrast to refs. I~15,16J, where
the energy-loss expression was used to estimate the characteristics of the spectrum with black-body cut off, in ref.[i?!
the exact kinetic equation for the cosmic-ray spectrum was considered. The characteristic feature of such an approach is the
account of successive interactions of the recoil proton until
the reduction of its energy below the threshold one. It brings
to an efficient production of J L -mesons and secondary gamma-rays and positrons

which then initiate electromegnetic cas-

11

cades in the MBR. But in ref.[i7") on?<.y the spectra of cosmic
rays at different depths were discussed, while we are interested in the equilibrium spectra of cosmic rays. Рог their calculation

let us writs the kinetic equation considered by Hill

and Shramm|j7] as

о
where

о

NCC,Z/«t

Ее/£

"

is the number of cosmic rays in the unit

energy range, X=1~COSC6), <ЬО = 2-iO~2cm* Ео-

035Hp/w.

Here the condition that the proton loses, on the average, one
fifth of its energy to form а ?ft -meson

is also used.

In eq.O5) a monoenergetic approximation is used for photon energies, and the approximation

6CE)-A o Scx-E e /E)

(16)

discussed in ref, {9] is used for the Jl -meson photoproduction
cross section. At the cosmic-ray energies
stitution of the MBR spectrum by а

E < EQ/2

the sub-

О -function one becomes

invalid, that is why the solution of this equation describes
the cosmic-ray spectrum on3.y at

E > E Q /2. In this paper this

>striction is acceptable, because here the gamma-ray spectrum
at energies ^ E /10

is considered. Foi* a wider energy range

it is necessary to consider the real spectrum of the field
photons in eq.(15)«
Let the cosmic-ray injection spectrum be given as

Then the integration of eq.(15) will yield the following
12

equation for the equilibrium spectrum:

NICE)- ^МС^Е)=^(Е/Е О Г Л
Its solution is

У

(19)

Cosmic rays with the equilibrium spectrum (19), when inter-)
acting with the MBR, form UL -mesons in the process D + T * —»
P + 5T°

, which decaying do form the ultrahigh-energy

gamma-ray-production spectrum. That spectrum is defined as:

Integrating the eq.(20), we shall obtain the final expres
?ion for the gamma-ray production spectrum

Here

-.SQSTQq.

7^

2**

Let us use the gamma-ray flux observed on the "Ply's Eye" installation

(J8j to estimate the values of

Qp

and

<&

'1, E<10EeV (22)
Cosmic rays do not interact with the MBR in the considered
energy range. Therefore, assuming that they

fill a space

region with a Hubble length scale (C/H ), we come to the fol-

lowing expression for the cosmic-ray-injection spectrum:

where

Нв=1ООкгп-.£"!МрсГ*

and C^

If not assumed, that the ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray-injection
spectrum

is

cut off at

E > 1 0 EeV, then

the

injection

spectrum (23) may be continued into the high-energy region аз
well. Consequently, f- л

(23) for

Qp

and

ck

we obtain
(24)

4.

Cascade Gamma-Ray Flux within

E 2>5-1Q

eV

To calculate the flux of cascade gamma-rays initiated in
the field of the MBR by protons having the production spectrun
(21),

let us use the obtained solutions of kinetic equations

for the distribution functions of electrons and gamma-rays.
Convoluting (13) with the production spectrum of electrons or
ultrahigh-energy gamma-rays, one can obtain the equilibrium
spectra of cascade gamma-rays and electrons. So, for the production spectrum (21) the cascade gamma-ray fluxes are

Caking into consideration that K(E,E + ) (see (12)) can be appr
jximated as (within Ъ% of accuracy)

CE)
14

(26)

for electrons and gamma-rays we obtain

Рог energies

with

0^

E >E*

t h e

expression (27) is reduced to

changing in the roost interesting range

1 < Dt £ 2.

Note, that the equlibrium spectrum (28) is more flat than the
production spectrum of initiating particles due to the change
of the spectral index by unity. Substituting the values from
(24) into (21) and (28), for the gamma-ray flux we obtain

As it has been earlier mentioned, the positrons from the decay
^$X*—• j^A*—* Q,

will also contribute to the cascade gamma-

-ray flux. According to ref.M7J the production spectrum of
these positrons is half the spectrum (21). Consequently, the
gamma-ray flux due to them is also half the flux (29). The
gamma-ray flux is finally given by

S"i-S.^*i6V^ E > W 1 0 e V (30)
The spectrum

p(E)

is shown in fig.2 together with the ex-

perimental data I 18,191 . It is seen from the figure that at
19
S ^5-10
eV the obtained flux makes an essential fraction
of the experimentally observed spectrum. Therefore, the tenlency to steepening of the cosmic-ray spectrum, reported in

ref.|18l

and interpreted as an evidence for the existence of

;he black-body cut off, must be obscured in this energy range.
The gamma-ray flux (30) produced due to formation of electron-photon showers is detectable for modern installations.
As it follows from the calculations presented in fig»2,
the search for a diffuse flux of gamma-rays in the energy range
E >10
of the

J

eV

aeems to be rather promising. The expected value

^Vp

ratio at

E > 2 * 1 O 2 0 eV

may be obtained from

the eqs.(19) and (28). Considering also the contribution of
cascade gamma-rays initiated by positrons, we obtain

(3D

,t
At such energies the high Cp/p
responding excess of {JT
over that of

e + e~

The ratio O ^ / P

ratio is explained by the cor-

-meson photoproduction cross section

pair production in

within 5 - Ю

19

V - 'p collisions.

eV < Б < 2-1О 20 eV

strongly

depends on the energy and is not calculated in this paper. In
this energy range

in the kinetic equation (15) one must perform

averaging over Planck's spectrum and О

-functional

approx-

imation breaks. The calculations of the <*» / p ratio in a wide
snergy range will be published elswhere. Here we should like
to note only the importance of determination of ff/p ratio,
зхпсе it pan be in principle

measured

on modern installa-

'

tions capable to distinguish between the proton- and gamma-rayinduced showers (for example, by analyzing the muon content in
showers).
The results obtained on the absolute gamma-ray fluxes dif'er from those in refs.f8,9] , which is apparently due to the
;!
\

simplifications made when considering the kinetics of propagation of electrons and gamma-rays in the radiation field.
We regret that the details of calculation and the approximations being used are not considered in ref.[8^, that is why it
is hard to speak about the reasons for the discrepancy. As for
results of refЛэ] , they are obtained in the continuous energylosses approximation for high-energy gamma rays, which is an
incorrect assumption, as the processes of interaction with
field photons in the considered energy range have catasrophic
character. Comparison of eq.(28) obtained in the consideration
of kinetic equations for electrons and gamma-rays with the ana-i
logous results from ref.j"9l ahows, that the cascade gamma-ray
spectrum is almost by two orders of magnitude underestimated
in ref.Гэ! . Moreover, in references cited above

the kinetics

of cosmic-ray propagation in photon field is not taken into
account. It eventually led to by an order of magnitude underestimation of the gamma-ray absolute flux in these works.
As noted in ref.£2Cfj , in case of large values nt Ъ ( Ь
^ 1 C r ) in collisions of high-energy electrons with photons,
the losses due to electron-positron pair production rather
than inverse Compton scattering are dominated. However, it
should be noted
dered

that since as a result of the process consi-

the whole energy of relativistic electrons is trans-

ferred to the electron-positron-pair component, then the role
of this process in the suppression

of the electromagnetic cas-

cade is negligible. At the same time, the synchrotron losses
of these electrons turn out to be more significant.
According to the estimates from refs.^8,93 , at the inter17

galactic magnetic fie^d value of ^ 2-10"
tromagnetic cascade in the energy range
clomped, and a

gauss

the elec-

E 4ИО

large portion of the relativistic

eV

is

electron

energy is transformed in the synchrotron radiation. Interaction with rad^.0 waves brings to analogous losses L^J* In ref.
[22]} the account of this process when considering the electromagnetic cascade initiated in the field of the MBR
19
damping of the cascade at

E ^10

leads to

eV. But the value of radic

photon density in the intergalactic medium as well as the value
of the intergalactic magnetic field is rather uncertain at
present. This uncertainty may be somewhat reduced

if

diffuse

ultrahigh-energy gamma rays (E ^,10 v eV) are discovered.

18

г

X

Pig.1 Equilibrium spectra of shower particles. 1 - the gammaray spectrum; 2 - the spectrum for electrons and positrons.

19.

10'

E(eV)

Pig.2 Ultrahigh-energy cosmic-ray fluxes.
7777Г , О show the "Haverah Park" spectrum;
X

show the "Ply's Eye" spectrum;
shows the spectrum of cascade

E > 5 - Ю 1 9 eV.

20
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